The CUBE v5™

FOR ENTERTAINMENT & EXPERIENTIAL BRAND PROMOTIONS

The Cube is a compact, portable, turnkey unit that projects an interactive gesture controlled display onto the floor or wall for high impact entertainment, brand promotion and unique immersive experiential environments. The display scales from 100” to 120” and beyond diagonally. The system comes with over 75 eye-catching special effects environments and games, which can be controlled with simple hand, foot and body gestures. The Cube draws people in and keeps them engaged as they become absorbed in the themes being displayed.

DURABLE, ROBUST, RELIABLE

The Cube is a state of art build with all components contained inside a light metal case measuring approximately 19” x 12” x 28” with a native screen resolution of 1280 x 800. The projection is 3300 lumens, displaying a very bright and high contrast ratio of 10,000:1. The Intel® core i5 processor with 4GB RAM supports any combination of interactive images, sounds, videos and animations.

FLEXIBLE & VERSATILE & EASY TO USE

The Cube is very simple to use. Just plug in and turn on. Use the free content that comes with the system or change background or drop logo and images on to the effects using available templates.

UNLIMITED MARKET APPLICATION

The Cube has unlimited market applications and is the perfect, cost-effective solution for retail spaces, trade shows, special events, foyers, waiting rooms hospitals, and location-based entertainment facilities. If you are a system integrator, exhibit fabricator or an agency specializing in advertising, marketing, special events or promotions, the portable Cube is for you.
The CUBE v5™

Turnkey plug and play gesture controlled projection

Inventors and leaders of the video gesture revolution

PROJECTOR:
Model: Epson WXGA 3 LCD Ultra Short Throw Projector
Brightness (in Lumens): 3300 ANSI
Contrast Ratio: Up to 10,000:1
Aspect ratio: 16:10 (native)
Resolution: 1280x800 (native)
Image Size: 84 L x 53 W (approx)
Lamp Life: (est.) 4000 hrs Normal / 6000 hrs eco mode

SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH THE CUBE:
GestureTek Patented tracking technology with:
- flexible control panel that lets the user select, sequence effects & change backgrounds
- AMF output
- English, French, and Spanish user interface options
- System diagnostic and logging
- Interactive dazzler Graphic Engine

ACCESSORIES:
- Wired USB keyboard/mouse
- Wireless keyboard/mouse set (with USB Receiver available)

COMPACT METAL FRAME AND CHASSIS

HARDWARE UNIT:
Size: 19”L x 12 3/4” 28 1/2” H (48.26cm x 32.38cm x 72.39cm)
Weight: Net: 60Lbs (Approx)
Electrical: 100-240V 50/60 HZ 6.0-3.0A

OPERATING SYSTEM AND COMPUTING SPECIFICATIONS:
Windows 7 Professional (64-bit)
CPU: Intel i 54570
Ram: 4 GB
Storage: 128 SSD
Graphic: Intel HD Graphic 4600 (Onboard)
Connectors: 4 USB ports; 1 Ethernet; 1VGA Port

WARRANTY:
One year (on parts, excluding projector lamp)

CERTIFICATIONS:
FCC Compliant; CE Compliant

GestureTek technologies are protected by one or more of the following US patents and their associated international filings:
5,534,917 7,058,204 7,227,526 7,379,563 7,379,566 7,389,591 7,421,093 7,430,312 7,574,020 7,555,142 7,570,805
7,777,899 7,822,267 7,827,698 7,853,041 7,848,542 7,898,522

Four CUBEv5’s cleverly embedded into cross sections of Roman columns at Pennsylvania Capitol Centre deliver “wow” effect.